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ABOUT KELLER 
 

Over the course of 15 years, KELLER Group GmbH has developed into the go-to supplier for high-quality sport 

and lifestyle products and services, with the largest premium community in Europe. Following the establishment 

of its first brand, Keller Sports, KELLER has continually broken new ground, for instance, with its second online 

shop, Keller x, and the fee-based Keller Premium membership – and it is now impressing as a sport & lifestyle 

platform for inspiration regarding the sporty lifestyle. With the alignment of all Keller assets to focus on the 

Keller sMiles sports app, KELLER is defining a brand-new method of customer retention, which rewards not the 

purchase, but rather sporting activity. Motivating challenges and exclusive rewards are continually redefining the 

customer experience. The combination of all of these services creates a unique offering for the KELLER 

Community, which is unlike any other e-Commerce retailer.  

 
KELLER SPORTS ONLINE SHOP 

 
Keller Sports GmbH was founded in Munich as an online shop for tennis products in 2005 by brothers Jakob and 

Moritz Keller. From the very beginning it was clear: they wanted to offer sports enthusiasts with the best in the 

area of clothing, shoes, equipment and the corresponding services. The range of tennis products was quickly 

expanded to include other sports, with the aim of perfectly equipping individual athletes. Nowadays, the Keller 

Sports portfolio consists of renowned brands and rising newcomers within the world of sports, with a clear focus 

on runners, outdoor athletes, and cyclists. The selection and presentation of the products is always aimed at a 

premium target group, with value placed on quality, technology, and innovation. Thanks to the strong growth of 

the company, the Keller Sports online shop is now the leading premium online sports retailer in Germany and 

other parts of Europe. 

For targeted consultation, the Keller Sports Pros, a team of experienced athletes, are on hand to provide Keller 

Sports customers with expertise, guiding them to the right product to suit their objectives, with the help of 

numerous product tests. 
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KELLER X ONLINE SHOP 
 

In July 2018, the KELLER Group GmbH also branched out into the lifestyle world of online retail, with the launch of 

the Keller x online shop. Here people with an active lifestyle can find the latest trends, high-quality sports & 

lifestyle apparel, trainers, and accessories. The brand portfolio is diverse, ranging from well-known brands such as 

Nike Sportswear, adidas Originals, or The North Face, to young independent labels such as Saturdays NYC and 

Descente Allterrain. What they all have in common is a sporting DNA, with a sports heritage is an essential 

prerequisite. With the combination of the two shops, KELLER has since managed to equip the company's target 

group with products for sporting performance at the highest level, and for a sports-inspired lifestyle. What both 

shops share is their customer centricity, and a focus on delivering a unique shopping experience. It was with this 

in mind that the overarching KELLER Premium membership was created. 

 
KELLER PREMIUM MEMBERSHIP 

 
Via an exclusive membership, KELLE Premium members can enjoy a wide range of benefits: 

• 10% discount on all items (excluding products marked as limited edition or as "Members Only" products) 

• Access to limited edition products and products that are only available from a select few retailers 

• Free shipping & priority delivery 

• Pre-sales & premium offers 

The membership fee is €9.99 for 12 months*. 
 
 

KELLER SMILES APP 
 

Keller sMiles is the latest sports service from the KELLER Group GmbH. The app allows athletes of all levels to 

collect points for their physical activity, and then redeem these points for sporty rewards. To this end, the Keller 

sMiles app is linked with a tracking app. The performance logged here is transferred to Keller sMiles and is 

converted into points. As such, users are automatically rewarded for every metre covered in their running shoes, 

on their bike, or in their hiking boots. Through sporting challenges, they also have the opportunity to compete 

with like-minded people, and to win sporty prizes. Keller sMiles currently supports connectivity with the following 

activity trackers: Nike Run Club (Nike+), Strava, Garmin, Apple Health, Google Fit, Fitbit, Komoot, Runkeeper and 

Under Armour. 
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THE KELLER GROUP GMBH AS AN INNOVATIVE EMPLOYER 
 

Behind the KELLER Group GmbH stands a committed team consisting of the trio of managing directors, Jakob 

Keller, Moritz Keller and Marcus Trute, and a total of more than 150 employees who strive passionately on a daily 

basis to ensure the company's success. Cutting-edge IT infrastructures and web technologies for the basis for the 

two online shops and the app, via which KELLER customers across Europe are supplied with premium sporting 

goods from more than 150 brand manufacturers. With the corporate headquarters on the "Neue Balan" campus, 

the KELLER Group GmbH forms part of a creative neighbourhood consisting of fashion agencies, web service 

providers, and fashion suppliers, and thus benefits from a unique local atmosphere.  

 
FROM START-UP, TO THE BEST ONLINE RETAILER 

 

Within the scope of the Internet World Business Shop Awards, in 2019 KELLER was crowned the Best Online 

Retailer in Germany – a title conferred by a high-quality panel of e-Commerce experts. The award issued by the 

trade journal, Internet World Business, was presented to KELLER in Munich, on 11.03.2019, within the "Best Online 

Retailer" category. This is the highlight in a series of esteemed awards received, such as the German Design Award 

in 2018, or the 2017 Shop Usability Award, within the "Most Innovative Shop" category, and the 2015 Shop 

Usability Award, within the "Germany's Best Online Shop" category. KELLER's latest success story: yet another 

award 

"Excellent Communications Design – Web" within the scope of the2021 German Design Award, for both the Keller 

Sports and Keller x shops. In particular, praise was given for the visual appearance and the user experience in 

both shops. 
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